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RESPONSE OF WOODY PLANT SPECIES DIVERSITY AND TREE GROWTH IN
EXCLOSURE TO SPATE IRRIGATION FROM GULLIES

EVALUATING REALISTIC CONSERVATION MANAGEMENT SCENARIOS IN
AN AFROTROPICAL BIODIVERSITY HOTSPOT USING A NOVEL, INDIVIDUALBASED MODELLING PLATFORM
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Severe deforestation has taken place over long years and continued
until the last few decades in Northern Ethiopia To reverse this
phenomenon exclosures (areas set aside from human and animal
interference) have been widely implemented in the Tigray region
of Northern Ethiopia with many positive results in environmental
rehabilitation (e g soil erosion reduction, soil fertility increment,
biomass improvement) and socio-economic improvement
Nevertheless, the growth of trees and biodiversity increment in the
exclosure are slow, which can be explained by the longer dry season
(8 - 9 months) and recurrent drought in the region Taking example from spate irrigation
that is practiced onto croplands in nearby regions, storm runoff was diverted from gullies
onto two exclosures (Hechi in 2002 to 2005 and Adikolakul in 2012 to 2016) This type of
spate irrigation had the objectives, to reduce flooding risk; to facilitate downstream gully
rehabilitation; and to enhance vegetation growth in the exclosure
Hence, this study aimed to analyse the effect of the irrigation on the growth of woody
vegetation and biodiversity improvement in the exclosures as compared to the nonirrigated adjacent exclosure areas To this end, different forest and tree parameters (woody
plant diversity, biomass, height, diameter, tree ring) data were collected at Adikolakul
from sample plots systematically laid down along transects in the exclosure, while only
tree ring data was collected at Hechi exclosure to see the long term effect of irrigation on
tree growth through the analysis of tree ring increments Preliminary results show larger
average tree basal area (0 024 ft2) in irrigated area than the non-irrigated area (0 015 ft2)
which indicate the positive effect of spate irrigation with storm runoff on tree growth
A vigorous tree growth as well as flowering in the plots with spate irrigation were also
observed during field visit even in the dry season. Results of the complete quantitative
analyses will be presented in the conference
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Given rising food demands, the application of conservation
approaches focusing on the protection or creation of large habitat
areas will increasingly be constrained by land availability and
socio-economic issues, especially in the tropics Biodiversity
conservation, hence, requires alternative management strategies
that effectively improve the persistence of populations constrained
to smaller habitat fragments One potentially realistic option is to
effectively connect subpopulations through dispersal, allowing
them to function as one larger, more resilient population capable
of tracking environmental variation in space (i e the creation of ‘habitat networks’)
However, evaluation of the effectiveness of such networks is challenging, as it requires
predictive models that can capture the effects of management on functional connectivity
Spatially explicit population models (SEPMs) potentially meet this requirement but in
most applications the dispersal process is modelled unrealistically which may render
predictions unreliable In addition, progress yet has to be made to take into account
temporal variation in environmental suitability in scenario evaluation Given forecasted
rates of climate change this likely is crucial For instance, habitat protection may appear to
be sufficient for a species to persist under the assumption of a stable climate but in reality,
habitat corridors may be required that allow the species to shift its range
RangeShifter is a recently developed SEPM that allows dispersal to be modelled
mechanistically and here we illustrate how this likely is crucial in scenario evaluation
Simulations of the spatial population dynamics of an Afrotropical forest bird species,
for instance, revealed that patches added to a habitat network compromised population
persistence in some of the existing patches by acting as disperser sinks Current work
seeks to improve robustness of predictions and we are applying RangeShifter at a large
spatial extent (Eastern Arc Mountains) for multiple species and, for the first time, taking
into account effects of climate change
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